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How will your PCC deal with licensing?
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Even party members are confused by hunt plans
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Hatfield hunt was ‘entirely legal’ despite sabs’ claims
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Royal Mail backtracks on plans to ban blades
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Defra restricts amount of land going into SFI scheme
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Britain’s oldest fly-fishing club is ‘anachronistic’
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Doubts on deer management
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As the ‘grouse bill’ is passed — what next?
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Muirburn bill: parliament simply has not listened
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Deer managers ‘appalled’ at Scottish consultation
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Game shooting must show it is able to self-regulate
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At last, a new licence for releases on SPAs
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Salmon recovery plan needs action, say gillies
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Bird-keeping threshold drops from 50 to one, says Defra
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Roe cull acceptable? It’s thanks to Bambi
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Shooters play a pivotal role as ‘custodians’ says Defra
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Badger cull phase-out is overturned by Government
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Family firm takes rural title
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Will new Welsh leader will be on shooting’s side?
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Millie

Sponsored by Skinner’s, this week’s dog of the week is Millie. Seven-year-old cocker spaniel Millie enjoys her daily woodland walk, having worked hard throughout the season on a local shoot, beating, picking-up and finding every lost bird. She can’t wait to do it all again come the autumn. For your dog to be included, email [email protected] a picture and tell us all about them. Featured dogs receive a 15kg bag of food, via Skinner’s.
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Into your hunting ground in just one click with the new ZEISS Trail Cameras
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Discover The X-Bold Pro Carbon
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